TOWN OF BASALT MEETINGS
Planning and Zoning Commission Meeting
Tuesday, September 17, 2019
Basalt Town Hall
5:45 pm

Light Dinner

6:00

Call to Order

101 Midland Avenue

Approve Minutes
• September 3, 2019
6:05

Worksession – Basalt Master Plan

7:45

Commissioner and Staff Updates

8:15

Adjourn

Items on the agenda are approximate and intended as a guide for the Commission. Times are subject to change, as is the order
of the agenda. For deadlines and information required to schedule an item on the agenda, please contact Basalt Town Hall at
927-4701.
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TOWN OF BASALT
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION
REGULAR MEETING & PUBLIC HEARING
Tuesday, September 3, 2019

DRAFT

CALL TO ORDER
The Planning & Zoning Commission meeting was called to order at 6:05 pm. Commissioners
present included Joan Keefe, Rob Leavitt, Bill Maron, Eric Vozick, and Bernie Grauer.
Staff present included Susan Philp, Town Planner; James Lindt, Assistant Planning Director;
and Sara Nadolny, Staff Planner. A sign-in sheet for public attending the meeting is available
for review at Town Hall.
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
M/S LEAVITT AND VOZICK TO APPROVE THE MINUTES OF AUGUST 20, 2019. MOTION
CARRIED BY A VOTE OF 5 TO 0.
AGENDA ITEMS
Eagle County Land Use Application Referral.
Lindt introduced the item as consideration of an amendment to the Town’s P&Z referral comments
to Eagle County on the 10-acre PUD application. Lindt said that by way of background, the P&Z
approved a letter to Eagle County last April, which has been included in P&Z’s packet.
Lindt said the application is for five single family lots with the potential to build four accessory
dwelling units on the west side of Willits Lane. He showed an aerial of the parcel in relation to
the Sopris Meadows subdivision, Willits Lane that runs north/south, and the intersection of Willits
Lane and Meadow Drive.
Lindt reminded the P&Z that the letter the P&Z previously provided to Eagle County was
supportive of the development concept. It included a requirement that the applicant construct a
pedestrian refuge island or chicane on Willits Lane with a crosswalk and pedestrian activated
flashing caution signs similar to the elements found in front of the Rocky Mountain Institute on
Two Rivers Road.
Lindt said that the application has since been amended to include a raised concrete crosswalk at
the access road, across Willits Lane. The application has also been revised to require flashing
pedestrian activated crossing signs that are seen throughout the Willits/West Basalt area, as well
as radar signs showing speed of traffic going through area, similar to those along East Valley
Road. He said the radar signs were a request of the Police Department. The Town’s Technical
Review Committee, which included an evaluation by Police and Public Works Departments, felt
that the revised pedestrian crossing and traffic calming plan that was proposed by the Applicant
was appropriate and provides a significant level of pedestrian safety that the chicane element or
pedestrian refuge island would have provided from the P&Z’s original letter on the application.
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Staff has included in the memo language that P&Z could substitute into the April letter that would
accept the pedestrian safety and Willits Lane traffic calming plan as it was revised by the
Applicant.
Lindt said that the P&Z may have read in the newspaper a little while back the Police and Public
Works Departments had a concept to remove the stop signs at the intersection of Willits Lane and
Meadow Lane, but due to significant feedback the Town had determined that the stop signs would
not be removed at this time. In the future if the Town reconsiders removing the stop signs, a
warrant study would be performed prior to their removal.
Additionally, the Town has received some correspondence that has asked for the access road to
the subdivision to be moved to align with the existing Willits Lane/Meadow Drive intersection. The
Applicants have proposed to include landscaping in the right-of-way to screen headlights coming
out at the access road. SGM has provided a letter, which is in P&Z’s packet, indicating that they
support the proposed location of the access road as found in the application.
Lindt said the Applicant’s Engineer, Ron Nies from SGM is on the phone and available to speak
about the access road.
Lindt stated that the P&Z has several direction options: the P&Z could direct Staff to amend the
letter to accept the revised proposal for the pedestrian crossing and traffic calming as is identified
in Staff’s memo, or direct Staff to transmit the April letter once again with no changes, which would
still require the chicane or pedestrian refuge island based o the traffic calming plan that Staff
previously came up with, or amend the letter in another manner and direct Staff on how the P&Z
would like to amend the letter.
Lindt introduced the Applicant Brian Rose, Doug Pratte of Land Studio Architects, and Ron Nies
who is a senior engineer with SGM.
Commissioner Vozick asked Lindt to point out on a map where the new access to the subdivision
is proposed to be located.
Rose indicated that he had bought Ted Guy’s lot in Willits. His desire is to subdivide the land and
keep four acres for his family to live on, stressing that this is not an investment project, but rather
an intent to remain part of the community.
Rose stated that the previous letter from April expressed no concern about location of the
proposed access. That letter recommended the installation of a chicane as a way of calming
traffic and was a condition of the access permit. Rose has worked with Staff to find an alternative
plan, which resulted in removing the chicane and replacing it with radar. He indicated he would
keep the raised color concrete crosswalk and the pedestrian crossing sign with the push button
flasher. Rose stated that the Town Staff has recommended the amended proposal, and that he
is requesting the P&Z approve the changes.
Rose showed the crossing treatments, including the raised crosswalk proposed by the access,
the button activated flashers, and speed radar signs in two locations. He said the plan is for quite
a bit of traffic calming features and ancillary signs spanning a fairly long length of Willits Lane.
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Rose read some excerpts read from Ron Nies’ referral letter, that indicated the proposed plan will
calm traffic, creating a safer condition than modifying the existing intersection at Willits Lane and
Meadow Drive into a four-way intersection.
Rose said that he has spent time at another area of Willits Lane that has a raised crosswalk, and
that he has witnessed nearly everyone employing their brakes, as evidenced by brake lights, as
they go over raised concrete crosswalks.
Rose stated the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA) recommends that driveways not be
placed within a certain area of an intersection, called the “functional area”. For Meadow Drive
that function area is about 200 feet. The proposed access must be outside of that, so the
proposed design is following the FHWA guidelines in that respect.
Rose indicated that he has received support from Eagle County and references a letter from the
Eagle County planner working on the land use case. The Eagle County letter states that Staff is
supportive of current alignment, the proposed mitigation measures, the revised pedestrian
crossing treatments, and speed monitoring.
Eagle County regulations requires infrastructure, e.g. roadways and utilities, to be efficient. He
stated that the access alignment is just about as efficient as it is possible to get.
Rose indicated he has received community support regarding the safety of the proposed access
and said he had circulated a petition that received 38 signatures, four letters of support, and one
supporter was present in the audience. Note there are about twenty 3-way intersections along
Willits Lane that are similar, so what is being proposed is not out of the ordinary for Willits Lane.
Rose mentioned there is also a petition of opposition that has been circulating regarding the
removal of stop sign. The opposition asserts that moving the PUD access to Meadow Lane
improves safety; however, no justification for this opinion has been presented. The letter petition
is headed by Eric Aanonson who desires to have the PUD access moved so that headlights aren’t
shining into his home.
Rose said that a neighbor who had signed the petition contacted him after, stating that she had
understood it to be a petition regarding general neighborhood safety. She said she did not
understand the petition was related to the 10-acre PUD project.
Rose stated that the plan to remove the stop sign pre-dates the proposal for the PUD project and
was not a request by Rose.
Rose showed the proposed access, and then what the opposition would like to see, which would
make a four-way intersection at Meadow Drive. Rose read additional opposition statements
including that a new access road merely 160’ from the existing intersection would create safety
hazards for children. Rose countered that the proposed access road is actually 270’ from the
existing intersection. No substantiation is provided in any letters or emails.
Rose offered a closer look at intersection as proposed. He said that the Fire Department requires
a 30’ flare. With the opposition’s proposal, there is actually a 13 foot off-set of the access road to
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Meadow Drive, when comparing the center line of the access road to Meadow Drive. Rose
provided different views of the opposition’s proposal. Rose returned to Nies’ email about the
intersection, reading that for a four-way intersection, the off-set would create a very unsafe
intersection. Rose also said that when considering the existing driveway on Meadow Lane, this
almost creates a five-way intersection.
Rose examined the question of why the four-way intersection would be unsafe. He created a
scenario where a delivery truck is driving to the PUD. In the scenario, he said if it is trying to
cross to Meadow Drive it would have to do a right/left “wiggle” to get through to Meadow Drive.
He said the delivery truck looks like it is making a right turn, then continues on. A vehicle traveling
north on Willits Lane is likely fooled into thinking the truck is making a right turn. He said this is
an accident waiting to happen. Rose said that the Federal Highway Administration (FHWA)
discourages this off-set intersection regulation. He said the opposition’s proposal would be
implementing exactly what the FHWA says not to do. In conclusion, Rose said that the four-way
intersection is unsafe. He said his proposed plan is safer due to the pedestrian crossing
treatments, it calms traffic, and it is much safer than four-way intersection.
Rose said that the opposition petition claims that the existing school bus stop along Meadow Lane
will become more dangerous. Rose said that the proposed access drive will actually have no
impact on school bus stop safety, as kids do not cross Willits Lane to access the bus stop. Rose
said that during both the pick-up and drop-off, the bus stops on Willits Lane heading north, so
children do not need to cross over Willits Lane.
Rose said that the neighbor who expressed concerns over the headlights said that this will
devalue his home due to headlight shining into the home. Rose said he is willing to plant
vegetation to screen any headlights that might be an issue and has already met with Public Works
for pre-approval of this condition. Rose said that only twelve vehicle trips per day are expected
during dark hours, which has been averaged over the seasons. He also noted that headlights are
part of living in a suburban neighborhood and stressed that moving the access drive is an unsafe
option.
Pratte added that Rose has done a very thorough job outside of the scope of analysis of the
proposed crosswalk. Rose replied that he felt it was important to put together a presentation to
address the issue head-on.
Chair Maron asked Nies to reiterate his conclusion that Rose had read from Nies’ letter. Nies
stated that the four-way intersection at Meadow Drive, with the off-set that would be required,
would be undesirable and should be avoided at all costs. Nies said that the location of a four-way
intersection in that location would not work. He said that adding flashing beacons to the proposed
crosswalk is a tremendous safety enhancement, and studies have shown that pedestrian visibility
rises up to 80% as compared with unmarked crosswalks. Nies concluded that the Applicant’s
proposed access point is safer and more conspicuous than a non-flashing crossing at an
intersection.
Chair Maron opened up for public comment at 6:32 pm.
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Suzanne Siebert introduced herself and said she owns the fifty acres surrounding the proposed
development. She said her concerns are primarily regarding the access alignment and said that
if the access went to his property line there would not be an alignment issue. Siebert questioned
who will pay for the improvements and stated that she does not want this area to turn urban. She
said that it is rural and is concerned about the flashing lights proposed. She said there may be
children living in the PUD that take the school bus and questioned how they will get there. Siebert
said that she doubts there will only be twelve vehicle trips made per night and feels for the man
who will have headlights going into this house. She stated that there is no misalignment if access
would be at the corner of both properties so there is no offset. Siebert said that is what the
Applicant has previously agreed to. Regarding the radar signs, Siebert stated that people do not
stop if they do not see a police car. She said the proposed access is not a safer alternative than
a four-way stop with crosswalks and voiced concerned about the Willits Trail users. She stated
that she had thought she was coming to the meeting to find out whether the access is approved
or not and asked when this would be decided, noting that the development has yet to be
approved.
Chair Maron clarified the only final purview Town of Basalt has is the access piece. Lindt added
that there is language in the letter that the Town wouldn’t act on the access permit until the PUD
is approved by Eagle County.
David Corbin introduced himself as a resident that lives on Meadow Drive and is directly proximate
to the property. In general Corbin supports the subdivision, finding it to be in scale with
neighborhood. He feels that five homes with some ADUs will create modest impacts to the
surrounding area and doesn’t foresee much additional traffic or pedestrian impacts. Corbin said
that he walks the Willits Trail path every other night and sees this area frequently. He believes
the Applicant’s plan creates sufficient traffic calming. He said that the flashing lights can be
eliminated if there is concern, noting that he sees no need for something more comprehensive
than at Hopi (north of this area) that functions well despite having more pedestrian impacts. He
stated that he is concerned about the safety of an off-set intersection. He foresees confusion
about an off-set intersection and cannot be solved and will oppose the off-set intersection idea.
Corbin said that regarding headlights into homes, that he also lives on a corner lot and gets lights
from traffic turning into neighborhood from south at night. He said that he does have lights shining
into his home and doesn’t him bother much; shades and curtains take care of it effectively.
Eric Anonson introduced himself. He stated that Rose had referenced a number of things and
that he hasn’t had the opportunity to see the recent studies. Anonson said that he appreciates
Rose’s thoroughness. He stated he would prefer to see the perfect alignment, and indicated his
home is opposite the intersection of Willits Lane and the Applicant’s proposed entry road. He
acknowledged that the turning radius to the access road from Willits Lane may be problematic
and may not allow a perfect alignment. Anonson stated that he wants to work together on the
vegetation screening and desires to work with the Applicant on this portion of the project.
Linda Gustofson said she is a resident of Lewis Lane. She said that she likes the alignment of
Meadow Drive. She noted that Willits Lane has gotten busier with traffic over the years. She said
that in a perfect world the access could be aligned and that would be desirable. She questioned
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if there is a plan for Lewis Lane, which is nearby. She anticipates that there will be a lot more
traffic on Lewis Lane once TACAW is built, and the long-range plan for the road is her concern.
She asks the Town to look at the bigger picture and expressed appreciation for the Applicant’s
thoroughness.
Philp replied that the Town does not have a long-term plan for Lewis Lane, but it is something the
Town should address in the Capital Improvements Plan – for instance, ideas on how to slow down
traffic on Lewis Lane should be considered.
Chair Maron suggested the P&Z add a recommendation traffic calming and pedestrian
improvements on Willits Lane is looked at more holistically, noting that Willits Lane is the Town’s
road, but the County’s land for the residences on the west side in the case of the current
application.
Chair Maron closed the public comment at 6:50 p.m.
Commissioner Vozick asked if the Town has any way to verify the SGM comments, such as a
third-party review.
Lindt responded that SGM is the Town’s engineer as well, but that Staff can have another
engineer review the materials if necessary. He said that the Town’s Technical Review Committee
reviewed the application and concluded that the items included in traffic mitigation and safety plan
are appropriate.
Commissioner Leavitt said that the off-set is probably not the best way to go and asked why the
off-set couldn’t be eliminated.
Rose responded that the Fire Department requires a 30’ radius flare which must be on his
property.
Commissioner Leavitt questioned if another property could give permission for the flare to be
located on it.
Rose replied that Eagle County won’t allow the flare to be put onto another property. He stated
that outside of safety reasons Eagle County requires efficiency, and the proposed option is also
the most efficient option.
Pratte added that the proposed option provides safer opportunities for crossing Willits Lane. He
reiterated that separation of the access drive from the existing intersection provides a safer
environment.
Commissioner Grauer said that based on what he’s heard, he moves to send letter to Eagle
County with the amendments that support pedestrian safety. He said he is relying on the opinion
of the expert who has reviewed the application.
Commissioner Keefe said that she is not comfortable with off-set of accesses, and would rather
see one access.
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Commissioner Leavitt stated that he is comfortable with the application as presented. He is more
concerned with the long-term plan for Willits Lane in terms of overall use and best way to calm
traffic. He stated doubts about traffic calming devices working as well as they should and said he
would like additional investigation.
Commissioner Vozick believes the proposal and referral letter getting are caught up in larger
issues with Willits Lane and businesses coming to the Willits Town Center. He said that this
particular Applicant seems to be doing their part and says that what is proposed is excellent for
that project.
Commissioner Leavitt stated the he wants a traffic study.
Chair Maron said there are two issues – the road that is under the purview of the Town, and the
PUD which is under the purview of Eagle County. He thinks that as far as the road access to the
PUD is concerned it has been addressed fairly well. He noted that the application is probably
well timed to spur to action solutions.
Commissioner Vozick made a motion to approve the referral comments to move the PUD forward
with the revised traffic calming and pedestrian safety plan, while committing the Town and Eagle
County to address the long-term pedestrian and transportation issues on Willits Lane.
Commissioner Leavitt stated that he doesn’t want to commit the applicant to installing all of the
improvements if they are not found to be appropriate down the line.
Lindt suggested that the language could be changed to “strongly recommend”.
Commissioner Leavitt questioned what the timeframe is on the Eagle County review.
Rose replied that he is looking to have the Roaring Fork Planning Commission review very soon.
He first needs to finalize the Willits Lane issue, as well as a drainage issue, and hopes to be start
moving earth in the spring.
Philp suggested moving forward with recommendation to Eagle County, and separately
recommend the Town take on a plan for Willits Lane. She noted that East Valley Road was a
nine-month study. She suggested that Rose should be required to do the improvements, and if
they are removed at a later date, that is the cost of doing business. The recommendation can
include that the radar can be moved and commit the Applicant to the vegetation screening.
Chair Maron said that SGM’s professional traffic engineer says this is a good solution. He notes
that the worst that will happen is that some of Applicants money is wasted making some of the
traffic calming or pedestrian crossing improvements and agreed that moving forward in the
Applicant’s best interest.
Commissioner Keefe noted that the Town is having growing pains and needs to look ahead at the
big picture moving forward.
Commissioner Grauer amended the motion to add that the Applicant will make appropriate
landscaping to screen headlights.
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M/S VOZICK AND GRAUER TO APPROVE THE LETTER WITH STAFF’S AMENDMENTS,
INCLUDING A REQUIREMENT THAT THE APPLICANT WILL BE RESPONSIBLE FOR
LANDSCAPING TO MITIGATE HEADLIGHT GLARE INTO ADJACENT HOMES, TO BE SENT
TO EAGLE COUNTY. MOTION CARRIED BY A VOTE OF 3 TO 2.
THE ARTS CAMPUS AT WILLITS (TACAW), FINAL SITE PLAN REVIEW.
Nadolny introduced herself and explained the proposal for the final plan application as continued
from last meeting. P&Z will provide a recommendation to Town Council. Nadolny described the
property with the unbuilt roads surrounding it. P&Z previously reviewed an application for Sketch
Plan in 2018, and the P&Z provided unanimous approval with conditions. Nadolny noted that
there have been a few changes since Sketch Plan. She said that at Sketch review the building
covered a majority of the site with a 19,000 square foot building. The Applicant has since reduced
the building’s footprint to 10,000 square feet and shifted it north on the site. She said that
performing arts space is approximately 30% larger than The Temporary. Nadolny noted that by
shifting the building to the north, and reducing its size, this leaves a large open space to south of
the building.
Nadolny stated that the P&Z talked about civic presence of the building at Sketch Plan review,
and in response the Applicant has shifted the building to the north to have more of presence on
the site, like the Element Hotel. The Applicant has also extended the entry canopy to the rightof-way. Nadolny confirmed that Staff is supportive of these conditions. She included that the
stairway above the sidewalk was removed from what was seen in the Sketch Plan review.
Nadolny said that regarding the southern open space, the Applicant is interested in fencing that
area to remain as an opportunity zone for future development rather than open it up for public
use. Staff has drafted a condition that allows for the area at the south to be fenced, and that the
height, materials and style of the fence must be approved by the Town’s Technical Review
Committee. She said a draft condition also requires the space to be landscaped with and ADA
access to the lower level.
Nadolny said that an additional change to the application from Sketch Plan included moving the
loading zone to be adjacent to the curb on Pioneer Street to the site. In this location the loading
zone is also adjacent to the trash and recycling area. She said that Staff also has drafted a
condition that the Applicant provide a plan for trash, recycling, and compost pick-up and the area
to be appropriately sized. Nadolny said another draft condition is that the Applicant will work with
Staff to come up with a pedestrian and transportation demand management plan.
Nadolny referenced referral comments received from the Fire Department, Mid-Valley Metro
District, RFTA, and WE-Cycle. She said that since there is the potential for a lot of construction
to be occurring simultaneously on adjacent properties, Staff has included a draft condition
regarding coordinating a plan for construction management in the right-of-way and to provide for
pedestrian safety during construction.
Nadolny said that a lighting plan will be required prior to building permit and a signage plan is
required to be submitted for approval by the Willits Design Review Board and then the Town for
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approval. She stated that the Applicant is interested in allowing uses to occur in the building that
are not performing arts related, and that Staff is still working to figure out the number of nonperforming arts events to ensure it is still within TACAW’s mission and PUD approvals
Philp noted that Staff is extremely happy with how the Temporary operated and said that use
structure would be acceptable for the mix of primary and conditional uses with TACAW. She
said that Staff is working with the Town Attorney to craft language that provides an acceptable
level of primary versus other uses. Philp referenced items A-E on handout provided to the P&Z
that discusses limitations – including not more than 50 events that are private, with 100 nonperforming arts events. She suggested that the Town may have issues with the private open
space in the back. As proposed, the Applicant is locking off the space from the general public. If
the Applicant only builds Phase 1, Philp questioned whether it is appropriate for the area to be
private in perpetuity. Staff has drafted language that if , after 10-year period, the Applicant does
not have a site plan approved for Phase 2, the Town can evaluate the space and decide if it
should revert to a public park or other similar use. She referenced the added language that allows
the Town to grant 2 five-year extensions at their discretion.
The Applicants introduced themselves, including, Ryan Honey, Michael Lipkin, Jody Edwards,
Jeff Orsulak, Julia Marshal.
Honey reviewed The Temporary’s successes, non-profit
partnerships, and said the space averaged about 3.2 events per week. The Temporary held 150
educational workshops in addition to 250 events. He said using the latest multipliers The
Temporary resulted in $1.3 million spent in other business around Willits, which shows the
Temporary’s positive economic community impact. Honey said that the vision for programmingwas mostly achieved with the exception of culinary arts, as there was no available kitchen space
at The Temporary. He said he found the Temporary overall to be a remarkable success.
Lipkin said that the team finds value in starting with a smaller theater that is still 30% larger than
the Temporary and see how the community responds. He said that he is feeling good about
where they are. Lipkin walked the P&Z through the interior and exterior of the architectural plans.
He noted that a park connects to Market Street that can be closed off for events. He highlighted
the Community Room, indicating a profound need for that type of space in this community. Lipkin
pointed out the office suite, lobby, theater space, and kitchen, which was sized anticipating the
creation of the larger theater in the future (Phase 2). Lipkin said he is currently working with
acoustic engineers that are state of the art and noted that the theater is a flat floored space which
allows many configurations of chairs, standing room, and café tables as needed. He said there
were many lessons learned from operating The Temporary.
Lipkin noted that the entryway canopy was designed to enhance civic presence of the building,
and that the attached solar panels have been positioned to become a design feature. The outdoor
shaded seating overlooks the open space area. Lipkin noted that the building materials would
include metal fabrication with corrugation, and there is lots of glass. He showed photo-simulations
of the interior spaces, noting there are lots of monitors in the lobby area that will display cultural
events, environmental initiatives and the event taking place in the theater.
Lipkin said he is working with CORE, RMI and Holy Cross to come up with as close to a net zero
building as possible. Holy Cross is excited to have them plug into the smart grid. He said
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environmental sensitivity in regards to building is a huge priority for the Team. Lipkin showed
images of the Phase 2 concept that includes a larger theater, with the seating capacity of 450500. He said the intent is to fit as much culture and art on this parcel as possible, and also to be
as efficient as possible on the site with the space.
Lipkin expressed concern with the draft
condition related to a review of the area intended for Phase 2 within a 10 year period, noting that
it took 20 years to get where they are at today. He said that the process takes a long time to get
to a larger theater, and finds it disheartening to look at 10 years for the needed conversion to a
park in the draft condition.
Edwards stated there is parking on the site on the northeast portion of the site from the beginning,
and would like the last paragraph of the added condition to be removed.
Chair Maron said that he thought the timing for the park on the south side of the site is really a
Council issue and not a P&Z issue. Commissioner Vozick noted that the P&Z has previously
shown flexibility toward Applicants on items such as this. Commissioner Grauer said he finds it
appropriate for the P&Z to comment on the time period as it should be part of the purview. Philp
clarified that Staff never intended to foreclose the opportunity to have the larger theater, but rather
Staff is saying that we would like to revisit the area so that the site is not fenced off indefinitely.
Staff understands the messaging that the Applicant is trying to convey donors and does not intend
for the donors to feel as if they only have ten years to make something happen in this area.
Commissioner Grauer asked how close the representations are to what will be seen with the final
building. The Applicant replied that it is very close. Grauer said that he likes the visuals very
much, with one concern about the structural integrity of the concrete awning and its stability. He
also said that he appreciates the Applicant going toward zero energy but says that should not
drive the cost of building up. He noted that he is pleased with the size.
Commissioner Keefe said she is happy with the building.
Commissioner Leavitt stressed that the Applicant should go down the energy efficiency road and
make the building a showcase for green building. He commended the Team on doing a great job.
Lipkin replied that saving energy can actually be a cost saver. He assured Commissioner Grauer
that the concrete structure will be structurally sound.
Commissioner Vozick asked if the Team had looked into grey water savings. Lipkin replied they
haven’t yet but will do the best they can with landscaping the site.
Commissioner Vozick questioned the need for fencing the open space. Honey replied it is to let
the public know that there is a separation between the public and private space. He said that it
shows the public that it will be reserved for future development. Honey said that he doesn’t feel
it is necessary to be used for events, as TACAW has collaborated to host free concerts in public
spaces that activate businesses in the areas of Market Street and Triangle Park. He said ideally
they’d maximize those opportunities before hosting events in the hole on the south side of the
buildings, and reminded the team that they are creating an area of Market Street that will have a
gate north of the site that will allow events to take place.
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Chair Maron said that the canopy looks like it has a texture or color. He asked the Applicants if
they are envisioning a raw concrete. Lipkin replied that the canopy is gold on the underside with
lightly scored concrete, and that it is two-way slab hanging. Lipkin said that the columns will have
the same gold tint to the underside.
Chair Maron asked if the varigated metal is gold, and Lipkin replied that it is. Chair Maron asked
if there are solar panels on the roof, rather than monitors, and again Lipkin replied yes.
Chair Maron questioned the need for fencing the open space. The Applicant replied that filling
in the grade would be cost prohibitive, particularly if they wanted to put basement beneath the
large theater for Phase 2.
Honey said that the Applicants are exploring the fencing options and it will be maintained by the
Applicants.
Chair Maron opened the hearing for public comments at 8:02 PM. No public comments. Closed
at 8:02 PM.
Commissioner Keefe stated green building is not just energy conservation; it’s also having the
green space and energy and the whole concept and this embraces it.
Commissioner Vozick said he agreed with Commissioner Leavitt to go as far as possible on the
green aspects and working with RMI and reiterated that he liked what was being presented.
Commissioner Grauer said he would like to amend his previous comment and supports the
Applicant pushing the green envelope within the economic resources. He stated that he is
concerned with the 10-year limitation proposed for the open space, and that it should not be
privatized for more than 10 years. He said he feels the open space area should be responsive
to the desires of the community and the space should not be permanently taken out of the public
realm if it is not developed. Commissioner Grauer suggested striking the language to make it a
public park or other public use, and rather just say public use.
Chair Maron noted that the Applicant has made great strides in looking at public presence but
asked them to keep pushing it. He said that this building is one of the best civic building
opportunities that Basalt has, and that it should make a statement. He said that the design is
miles ahead of where it was. He encouraged the net zero component building. Chair Maron said
that the open space does present a difficult issue, and the Town may have to look at some more
complicated sharing of uses over time. He said that it needs to be used in some way and the
Town should be creative in what we do with it. He supports revisiting the space after a period of
10 years and suggests the P&Z can craft a statement that is more open-ended.
Commissioner Leavitt suggested saying that the Town may grant 5-year extensions, rather than
limit it to two.
Chair Maron suggested the Town can revisit it every 10 years.
Lipkin said that the Team is already looking at a small window, and that if donors see a door
closing then they don’t donate.
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Chair Maron expressed confidence in the Team’s vision and willingness and suggested doing a
check-in every decade. Council will do what they do.
Commissioner Grauer made a motion to approve the final site plan as presented and wished
TACAW the best in realizing the dream and add our comments for Council review.
M/S GRAUER AND LEAVITT TO APPROVE THE FINAL SITE PLAN WITH CONDITIONS AND
INCLUDE THE P&Z’S COMMENTS TO THE TOWN COUNCIL. MOTION CARRIED BY A
VOTE OF 5 TO 0.
Commissioner and Staff Updates
Philp said that there was recently a significant Master Plan meeting that focused on the Holland
Hills/Pitkin County area of Basalt. There were a number of negative comments. The purpose
was to talk about the land use designations for that area. Pitkin County paid for it and worked
with Staff. She noted that the area is a significant interest to Town of Basalt. Pitkin County has
been very receptive to working with us.
Commissioner Grauer asked for more information on the comments that were received. Philp
replied that what happens in that area is important so it was good to have both entities (Basalt
and Pitkin County) present. Traffic safety was a big concern and a discussion item which has
been a long-term issue in that area. Participants also voiced concerns about someone buying up
a lot of land and concerns about the Roaring Fork Club using water. Staff is scheduled to meet
on Friday with Pitkin County to discuss the next steps.
M/S VOZICK AND KEEFE TO ADJOURN. MOTION CARRIED BY A VOTE OF 5 TO 0.
The Planning and Zoning Commission adjourned at approximately ____ pm.

TOWN OF BASALT
PLANNING AND ZONING COMMISSION

By_________________________________
William Maron, Chair

Attest___________________________
Susan Philp, Planning Director
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